LATVIA 2023

68th World Ploughing championship
Upeskalni AB, Kuldīga
LOCATION, KULDIŅA
LOCATION, SITE
LOCATION, CONTEST FIELDS
LOCATION, PREPRACTICE FIELDS
LOCATION, MARSHALING YARD
LOCATION, MARSHALING YARD
LOCATION, MARSHALING YARD
LOCATION, MARSHALING YARD
FARM MANAGER, MR. NORMUNDS
SERVICE VANS
SERVICE VANS INSIDE
SERVICE MANAGER, MR. EDGARS
KULDĪGA
TURISM CENTER, MRS. JANA
TURISMS CENTER, MRS. KRISTA
TURISM CENTER, MRS. EVIJA
ACCOMMODATION, VIRKAS MUIŽA
ACCOMMODATION, APARTMENTS
ACCOMMODATION, APARTMENTS
TOWN CONCIL - BRIEFINGS
DINNER, SPORT SCHOOL
DINNER, SPORT SCHOOL
DINNER, SPORT SCHOOL
DINNER, SPORT SCHOOL
FIRST DAY TOUR

RUNDALE – RESIDENCE THE DUCKE OF CURLAND
FIRST DAY TOUR

OLD CAR MUSEUM
FIRST DAY TOUR

FARM TĒRVETE
FIRST DAY TOUR

FARM TĒRVETE
CHURCH SERVICE
09.10.2023.

KULDĪGA

10:00  SHORT GUIDED TOUR
OF THE OLD TOWN OF KULDĪGA

11:00/11:45/12:30  DUNA BREWERY
(EXCURSION + TASTING)

11:00/11:45/12:30  COFFEE ROASTER CURONIA
(TASTING + MASTER CLASS)
KALŠU STREET 16

11:00/11:45/12:30  PIANO WORKSHOP KLAVINS PIANO
(45MINUTES)
UNTIL 13:15

15:40  LUNCH (RESTAURANT BANGERTS)
*AFTE R LUNCH, DIVIDE INTO SMALLER GROUPS

15:00-17:00  PAINTING MASTERCLASS
IN ART ROOM M22 (UP TO 20 PERSONS)

15:00-17:00  ILZE AUZERE MASTERCLASS
“LATVIAN CUISINE”
(PLACE: CAFE RIVERSIDE, STEINDES ST. 2)

15:00-17:00  JEWELRY MASTERCLASS WITH ARTIST
KRISTINE SIMPERMANE
IN THE OLD TOWN HALL
BASNĪCAS ST. 5 (UP TO 20 PERSONS)

15:00-17:00  AROMATHERAPY MASTERCLASS
IN “NATURAL SENSATIONS”
VISITOUR TOURS


SUITI / PĀVILOSTA

08:30  DEPARTURE FROM KULDĪGA

09:00  ALSUNGA

'SUITI' AND THEIR TRADITIONS,
DRESSING IN TRADITIONAL COSTUMES,
MEETING WITH "SUĪTU SIEVAS" -
TRADITIONAL FOLKLORE GROUP
(KLA)

10:20  MASTERCLASS

"HOW TO MAKE SKLANDRAUSI" PIE
(ALSUNGA CRAFT HOUSE)
UNTIL 11:40

12:00 - 12:40  JŪRALNE

ST. JOSEPH ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
STEEP BANK OF JŪRALNE
JŪRALNE NATURE AND
RECREATION PARK

13:20 (50-60 MIN)  IN PĀVILOSTA:

LUNCH AT RESTAURANT "OTTO"
(+371 65431299)

14:00 (16:00 FISH)  FISH MASTERCLASS/TASTING/

FISH SMOKING
13 H

14:30  BOAT TOUR
(+371 29409944)

UNTIL 16:30

WORKSHOP "SEA ORNAMENTS"
VISITOUR TOURS

LATVIA 2023
68th World Ploughing championship
13-14.10. Kulīga


LIEPĀJA

08:30 DEPARTURE FROM KULDĪGA

9:00 - 11:00 AZEPUTE
AMALIENBURG/Masterclass
CREATIVE SPACE "SERDE"/RESTORATION

12:00 - 16:00 LIEPĀJA

LUNCH RESTAURANT "HOT POTATO"

17.- 19. CENTURY INTERIOR MUSEUM "MADAME HOYER'S GUEST HOUSE"

LIEPĀJA ST. TRINITY CATHEDRAL
TOUR WITH A GUIDE/ THE ORGAN MINI-CONCERT/
A TOUR OF THE TOWER

EXHIBITIONS OF WORKS OF ART GALLERY
"ROMAN GARDEN" AND MUSEUM OF PUPPET
ART AND DESIGN
GROUP 1 (~ 40 PEOPLE)

08:30 DEPARTURE FROM KULDĪGA

OSTRICH AND GOAT FARM EXCURSION TO AN OSTRICH AND GOAT FARM + TASTING

UNTIL 14:00

"BERGHOF MANOR" AND "MILK MUSEUM"
• MILK MUSEUM – TOUR WITH A GUIDE
• VISIT THE MANOR WITH A GUIDE (COFFEE + CAKE)

SHIITAKE MUSHROOM FARM GARĪKAS
TOUR IN SHIITAKE MUSHROOM PLANTATIONS
LUNCH (MUSHROOM SOUP)

GROUP 2 (~ 40 PEOPLE)

08:30 DEPARTURE FROM KULDĪGA

SHIITAKE MUSHROOM FARM GARĪKAS
TOUR IN SHIITAKE MUSHROOM PLANTATIONS + TASTING

UNTIL 14:00

"BERGHOF MANOR" AND "MILK MUSEUM"
• MILK MUSEUM – TOUR WITH A GUIDE
• VISIT THE MANOR WITH A GUIDE (COFFEE + CAKE)

OSTRICH AND GOAT FARM EXCURSION TO AN OSTRICH AND GOAT FARM LUNCH (SOUP)
AWARDING CEREMONY
NŪRMUIŽA
THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!

LATVIJAS ARĀJU ORGANIZĀCIJA